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Abstract 
 

In this thesis a distributed, dynamic, load aware, joint power and frequency allocation protocol for 4G 
networks along with system-level simulated results are presented. In all cellular networks, a key limiting 
factor for throughput is inter-cell interference, especially at the cell edges. Several methods have been 
proposed and adopted in each mobile network generation to cancel or suppress its effects, whereas 
each method has its drawbacks in terms of receiver complexity or additional control nodes. However, 
the proposed protocol presented here does not impose any architectural changes.  In 4G networks such 
as LTE, the choice of OFDMA for the air interface has paved the way for selective frequency and power 
allocation in the available spectrum. Taking advantage of this opportunity, fractional frequency reuse 
(FFR) has been proposed in OFDMA based mobile networks in order to reduce the throughput loss at 
the cell edges due to inter-cell interference. In FFR, center users lose part of available spectrum that is 
dedicated to the edge users.  Our protocol aims to minimize this loss of center users incurred by FFR, at 
the cost of minimal degradation at the edges.  

An eNodeB, only when overloaded, requests its neighbours’ edge band to be used for its center users at 
a reduced power level. This is done via small message exchange between the eNodeBs. The neighbors of 
the overloaded eNodeBs solve a small local knapsack problem to decide whether band lending is 
feasible or not. A distinguishing feature of this protocol is the power level adjustment for the borrowed 
band, which is mutually decided by the borrower and lender. The band is released when it is not needed 
or it is causing unacceptable loss to the lender. The implementation is done in a Matlab based LTE 
system level simulator. For the implementation of our protocol in the simulator, starting point was 
implementation of FFR-3 functionality, a prerequisite and a baseline for comparison with our protocol. 

Results are compared among three different setups of re-use1, FFR-3 and our protocol by varying 
number of overloaded eNodeBs for various numbers of scenarios and the comparison is made based on 
the center users’ throughput, edge users’ throughput. An estimation of time and protocol overhead is 
also presented. We have observed center users’ throughput gain up to 46%, at the cost of 9% edge 
users’ throughput loss, when compared to the classic FFR-3 scheme. The overall system throughput goes 
up to 26 % in heavily loaded scenario. 
 
The utility of the protocol for an LTE system is evident from the results, which is supported by the 
dynamic and decentralized nature of the protocol. This ensures better utilization of spectrum, by 
temporarily allocating more bandwidth where it is needed more.  
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1. Introduction 

Wireless access is the way of the future, whether it is telephony, multimedia, or sensor 
networks. In recent past, all these services had been provided by wired media, which was not 
best choice for either the subscriber or the service provider. For with wired access comes the 
cost of laying the wires, high cost of maintenance, the huge clutter and above all, no mobility, 
no freedom. In terms of engineering, wireless access is an overhaul in terms of protocols. This is 
because there are many obstacles that are faced in wireless access that are at their minimalist 
or absent altogether in wired access. These include pathloss, co-channel and intra channel 
interference and fading. Even these additional parameters are not constant; they change, either 
because of the user mobility or the environmental effects (rain etc.). 

When talking particularly about the mobile networks, the number of worldwide mobile users 
crossed the number of fixed line mobile users in 2002, which has been on the increase ever 
since. Interestingly, rate of mobile penetration has been more in low income countries, 
obviously because of the lower cost and quicker deployments of mobile networks [6]. 

It is worth mentioning that the throughput of cellular networks air interfaces are now 
approaching the Shannon limit. This means that further improvements in throughput by mere 
advancement in modulation and coding schemes is not possible. So naturally there are two 
approaches for achieving higher throughput (i) Use more bandwidth (ii) Recover the lost 
throughput due to interference and pathlosses. Increasing the bandwidth is rather a naive 
approach, but it is costly as well as very limited. Recovering the lost throughput from within the 
spectrum is of great interest.  

In mobile networks, the coverage is provided to a geographical area with base stations 
arranged in such a way that there are no coverage voids. Additionally at the edges, the 
coverage is made to overlap with atleast more than one base station, so that the user 
equipment can make an handover without breaking the current connection. This necessity of 
coverage overlap creates the need for interference management techniques, which are 
discussed in detail in chapter 2. 

One of the interference management techniques for OFDMA based networks such as LTE or 
Wimax is FFR. FFR significantly improves signal quality for edges users by lowering ICI, however 
it causes the center users to lose part of their bandwidth. In our thesis we have focused on 
recovering the lost throughput of center users due to FFR. This does not come at a monetary 
cost of spectrum, but imposes signaling and decision making process. This is where our protocol 
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comes into effect. In order to keep protocol overhead and delays to minimal, our protocol is 
decentralized, i.e occurs at each node and scalable, i.e. the protocol needs to aware of the 
neighbor list which is already implemented in cellular networks.     

1.1 Goals and Objectives 
The goal of this thesis work is to evaluate a new protocol to address the restoration of throughput loss 
incurred by FFR at the center of the cells (sectors) and variable cells (sectors) load conditions in an LTE-
based network.  The protocol is load adaptive, dynamic and bargains the power levels of frequency 
bands. 

Following are objectives in order to fulfill our goal. 

o Literature study. 
o Simulator study. 
o System modeling. 
o Protocol design. 
o Implementation at system level. 
o Validation of results. 

1.2 Scope of work 
      For our simulation work, an LTE system-level simulator developed by the Institute of 
Communications and Radio Frequency Engineering, Vienna University of Technology was used 
[21]. The simulator is capable of evaluating the downlink channel performance for a variety of 
diversity and scheduling techniques. The simulator allows studying the behavior of the LTE 
networks by modifying network layout, power allocation strategies and scheduling algorithms 
etc. For our simulation, the simulator was modified to incorporate (i) FFR-3, the baseline we 
needed for our problem statement. We then implemented the load-aware, (ii) power allocation 
and (iii) scheduling scheme, alongwith (iv) Knapsack algorithm (v) gain/loss estimation and (vi) 
inter-eNodeB messaging.  

The following Figure 1-1 depicts the block diagram of the LTE Simulator with the blocks 
highlighted where we have made modifications/new additions. 
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Figure 1-1 Block Diagram of the simulator [2] 

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 
 

The thesis is divided into following chapters. 

Chapter 2 gives insight into the theoretical background and the problem our protocol 
addresses. 

Chapter 3 deals with the explanation of the system model and detailed description of the mode 
of operation of the protocol for LTE simulator. 

Chapter 4 gives the insight into the implementation/programming work that has been done for 
the implementation of the protocol. 

Chapter 5 presents the results depicting the potential gains of the protocol as well as the loss at 
the lending edges, as compared to FFR-3, convergence of the scheme and the signaling 
overhead. 

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis work and suggests future works enabled by our work. 
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2. Theoretical Background 
 

2.1 Interference in Wireless networks 
Wireless access gives users freedom and roaming in connectivity. In order to provide wireless 
connectivity, the most common method is through the deployment of wireless cellular 
networks. Wireless cellular network, as the name suggests do essentially cells comprise a 
stationary radio base station (RBS) such that a user equipment (UE) is directly connected to it 
wirelessly, and the radio base station is connected to the back haul network.  

In order to provide coverage to a particular geographic area, the cells are arranged as shown in 
Figure 2-1, in a beehive manner, tightly packed, such that there is no coverage void and a user 
in this particular geographic area is always receiving a decodable signal from more than one 
base stations. Advantages of covering a geographic area with number of small cells with rather 
just one are reduced power usage, both at the base station and the user side, and more 
importantly, increase in the system capacity as the expensive and limited frequency spectrum 
can be re-used in each cell (re-use1) or group of cells (re-use3,4,7 and above.). The re-use 
number is the number of cells (or sectors, in case of sectorization) in which all the available 
spectrum is used. 

 

Figure 2-1 Cellular arrangement for providing coverage 

 

The opportunity of re-using the spectrum comes with a cost, i.e degraded signal quality at 
edges of the cells. This is because at the edges, a receiver has the highest interference signals 
which are in fact being transmitted from the neighboring base stations. This type of 
interference is known as the inter-cell interference. This badly affects the SINR, given by  
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𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10  𝑃0 x 𝐺0 
𝑁0+{(𝑃1 x 𝐺1)+(𝑃2 x 𝐺2)+(𝑃3 x 𝐺3)}

                                                                 (2.1) 

Where P0, P1, P2 and P3 are transmitter powers, G0, G1, G2 and are antenna gains and N0 is 
Gaussian noise.  

 

Figure 2-2 The Interference from the base station in neighboring cells 

In the Figure 2-2, interference received by the user is (𝑃1 x 𝐺1) + (𝑃2 x 𝐺2) + (𝑃3 x 𝐺3), which is the 
sum of received signals from all the neighbors. This causes substantial degradation in SINR, 
which in turn affects the throughput. 

There is yet another interference that can occur within the same cell among the different 
channels known as intra-cell interference. Mitigation of this interference is tightly connected 
with the access method scheme that is chosen in a particular network at design stage. 

Interference mitigation is one of the key considerations among link design and multiple access 
schemes, while designing a cellular network [6].  

2.2 Interference mitigation techniques in Cellular networks 

2.2.1 Sectorization 
Before going into technology specific interference mitigation techniques, it is necessary to 
explain sectorization, which is a technique applied in all the cellular networks. Sectorization is 
to divide each cell into more entities, called sectors. This is achieved by utilizing directional 
antenna for each sector. Sectorization is advantageous in two ways, it increases the system 
capacity and reduces system interference (for reuse factor greater than 1). While considering 
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sectorization, choices have to be made in number of sectors per cell (which is 3 to 6 in practical 
networks) and the beamwidth (3db beamwidth from 60° to 120° in practical networks). Higher 
number of sectors, theoretically result in higher system throughput, but pose higher number of 
hand overs and increased inter cell / edge interference [6]. In the subsequent discussions of 
interference migitation in GSM, UMTS and LTE, sectorization is implied. 

2.2.2 Interference migitation in GSM 
In GSM networks, the radio access method is a hybrid of FDMA and TDMA. In such a design the 
intra-cell interference is almost negligible except for that induced by multipath fading (for 
which guard bands are used) [6]. So the access method is inherently mitigating the intra-cell 
interference, but inter cell interference still poses a problem. In GSM it is rather impossible to 
use all spectrum in each sector as there is no method at the channel coding level that can make 
the own base station signal distinguishable from that of neighbors, unlike in WCDMA and LTE, 
which make use of unique scrambling codes for different sectors, that shall be discussed later 
on.   

For inter-cell interference, the available frequency spectrum is used with reuse factor more 
than one, such that no adjacent sector gets the same frequency bands. Provided that power 
levels are adjusted properly such that there is not overshoot of signals, this design, with larger 
reuse factor eliminates the inter cell interference. A reuse factor 3 is shown in figure 2-3. 

 

Figure 2-3 Frequency reuse-3 in a GSM Network 

2.2.3 Interference mitigation in 3G/UMTS 
In UMTS, W-CDMA is used as access method. W-CDMA is a variant of CDMA with a larger 
bandwidth. CDMA is modulation scheme in which the channels for users are code based, such 
that base station is transmitting information for the users simultaneously in the frequency 
domain; the separation among users is based on unique codes assigned to each user. In CDMA 
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network the interference mitigation of both inter cell and intra inferences are almost similar 
though their implementation is quite complex. The intra-cell interference for users is mitigated 
through the use of orthogonal codes, such as walsh codes with low auto-correlation among 
them. All users concurrently receive signal from the base station and with the use of different 
walsh codes for each user, the intra cell interference appears as a AWGN to each user.  A 
similar approach is used to cope with the inter-cell interference, in which different scrambling 
sequences with low auto-correlation are provided to own and neighboring sectors [6]. CDMA 
network also uses sectorization to enhance system capacity, however each sector is always 
using all the available bandwidth (re-use1) in order to maximize the system throughput. 

The interference methods in UMTS for both Intra cell and inter cell although provide 
channelization methods such that each received signal at each user is detectable, but with the 
addition of every user the overall intra-cell interference increases. Therefore a UMTS system is 
quite interference limited. 

2.2.4 Interference mitigation in 4G/LTE 
As mentioned in the previous section, W-CDMA uses walsh codes which creates orthogonality 
such that there is no interference among the users of different code [5][6].  However due to 
multipath fading in a cellular environments, these codes do not remain orthogonal and cause 
severe intra-cell interference. Several techniques are used to cope with multipath fading such 
as RAKE receivers which make the receiver very complex. 

The loss of orthogonally becomes even more severe for bandwidths larger than 5 MHz, such as 
ones that are defined to be used in LTE/LTE-A [5]. Hence a different downlink access scheme 
was required and adopted for the LTE networks. In order to understand the intra-cell and inter-
cell interference mitigation techniques in 4G networks such as LTE, it is necessary to go into the 
detail of the downlink multiple access scheme of the LTE, which is based on OFDM. 

OFDM 
OFDM is modulation scheme that splits the available spectrum into small, tightly packed 
(overlapping frequency responses) narrow band parallel channels. The signaling rate on each 
channel is at reduced rate such that duration of the symbol is less than the coherence time of 
the channel. This property makes OFDM less prone to intersymbol interference due to 
multipath fading. The difference between OFDM and FDM is that in FDM the frequency 
channels are not overlapping, which result in lesser number of channels in the same bandwidth, 
while in OFDM, the Frequency channels are overlapping in a way that orthogonality (no 
correlation) is maintained as shown in Figure 2-4. 
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Figure 2-4 Frequency response of an OFDM carriers 

However the OFDM symbol is still prone to loss of orthogonality due to time-dispersive radio 
channel. In order to cope with this, some last part of the OFDM signal is added in the beginning 
of the symbol known as the cyclic prefix as shown in Figure 2-5. This solves the loss of 
orthogonality among the subcarriers, which means that, due to use of OFDM and cyclic prefix, 
co-channel interference has been taken care of. 

 

Figure 2-5 Cyclic prefix in an OFDM Symbol 

The main parameters when OFDM is considered are [8, 9] 

i) The subcarrier spacing  

The subcarrier spacing should be as small as possible to keep the relative cyclic prefix, but this is 
limited by the increased sensitivity to the Doppler’s effect, frequency error and phase noise. 
The Doppler spread causes a loss of orthogonally among the subcarriers, which results in 
interference among subcarriers. 

ii) Number of Subcarrier 

The number of subcarriers is determined based on subcarrier spacing and the available 
spectrum. However, not all of the spectrum can be used for subcarriers, because the frequency 
response of an OFDM signal exhibit a very slow fall owing to the side lobes of the subcarriers as 
seen in Figure 2-4. Because of this, a 10% of the spectrum is kept as guard band for the OFDM 
signal. 
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Therefore the number of usable subcarriers in a 10Mhz bandwidth are 600 instead of 666.66, 
considering the 15kHz, the channel spacing used in LTE. This translates that the actual usable 
bandwidth is 9.0 Mhz, and remaining 1.0 MHz serves the guard band. 

iii) The cyclic prefix 

Shorter Cyclic prefix is used for low time dispersion environments and longer cyclic prefix is 
used in high-time dispersion environments. However it is not feasible to increase cyclic prefix 
beyond a certain limit in case the performance is power limited, e.g at edges in larger cells. This 
is because cyclic prefix consumes power as well as bandwidth, so at the edge of a larger cell, 
the degradation in the signal is more due to path loss than time dispersion. Because of these 
variations in cell environments cyclic prefix is a tunable parameter in deployed networks. 

OFDMA 
OFDM is a scheme in which parallel data is transmitted to a single device. However this scheme 
can be made a multiple access scheme, such that each subcarrier or a group of subcarriers can 
be assigned to a different user. Practically, a set of subcarrier are assigned to a user. In Figure 2-
6, each color represents assignment to a single user. The use of OFDMA as a multiple access 
technique for LTE is discussed more in section 2.3.8. 

 

Figure 2-6 Multiple access in OFDM  

As discussed above, OFDMA is inherently as well as through the addition of cyclic prefix, robust 
to intra-channel interference, even in time dispersive channels. The LTE (as well as 3G UMTS) 
network, unlike GSM network, is designed to operate as a single frequency network (SFN), by 
addition of scrambling sequences, unique for each base station/sector. However inter-cell 
interference (ICI) still poses a major limitation on high SINR (and hence throughput) at the 
edges. Several methods have been proposed to minimize ICI’s effect. One of the methods that 
will also form a baseline for our problem statement is discussed in section 2.5.  

2.3 LTE Network 
In recent years mobile communications has evolved rapidly and demands for mobile devices 
with new and high quality services is increasing. To cope with the increasing demand of 
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throughput requirement the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) is introduced which provide 
higher data rates, lower latencies, Voice Over IP (VOIP)  with as good quality as the service 
provided by circuit switched network as well as the optimal support for packet services. LTE is 
an all-IP flat network architecture which promises more than 100 Mbps downlink data rates 
and 50 Mbps data rates for uplink. 

LTE architecture can be divided into two parts, one is core network which is called as Evolved 
Core Packet (EPC) and the other is Random Access Network which is named as Evolved 
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (EUTRAN). 

2.3.1 Core Network 
In the evolved Core network the number of nodes is reduced as compared to UMTS network 
and it only covers the packet-switched domain. Core network provide the connectivity to the 
external packet networks and also handle the functions like charging or mobility management 
with separation of control plane and data plane. EPC consist of Mobility Management Entity 
(MME), Serving Gateway (SGW) and PDN Gateway (PGW). MME is a key control plane node 
which is responsible for Non Access Stratum (NAS) security, idle state mobility handling and EPS 
bearer control. In short it handles the functions related to subscriber and session management. 
SGW routes and forward user packet data and it also involve as mobility anchor during the 
inter-eNodeBs handover. PGW is the router towards the internet which allocates the UE IP 
address and provides the connectivity to external packet data network. It also performs the 
functions like policy enforcement, lawful interception, packet filtering and charging.  

2.3.2 Radio Access Network 
In radio access network of LTE the number of nodes is minimized and EUTRAN consists only of 
evolved nodeBs (eNodeBs) on the network side which is more complex as compared to the 
nodeB in UMTS.  In LTE unlike in previous generation centralized radio controller, the function 
of radio controller is integrated into each eNodeB which not only results a decreased latency 
but also the improved efficiency. Due to such distributed control the need of a centralized radio 
controller is eliminated which result a decreased cost and remove the risk of single point of 
failure.  To increase the capacity of the LTE system, EUTRAN support all the services over shared 
packet channel which results in increased spectral efficiency [10, 8].  

In EUTRAN the eNodeB is responsible for radio mobility control, scheduling, radio admission 
control radio bearer control, and dynamic allocation of resources to UEs in both uplink and 
downlink which collectively called as RRM. To reduce the overhead at the radio interface the 
eNodeB also performs the task of header compression of IP packets. Data encryption is also 
performed by the eNodeB to secure the data. Apart from above functions eNodeB also provide 
the connectivity between UE and MME/SGW. 
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In order to support multi-vendor interpretability each network element of LTE network is 
interconnected by means of specific interfaces. UE is connected to eNodeB via LTE uu interface 
and also the each eNodeB is connected to MME and SGW by X1 interface. As there is no 
centralized controller in LTE network therefore LTE network does not support the soft 
handover. During the handover of UE from one eNodeB to another , the network need to 
transfer the information like UE context and all buffered data of a UE to the target eNodeB. To 
exchange UE information during the handover the eNodeBs are interconnected via X2 link. 

2.3.3 Protocol Architecture 
LTE Protocol architecture is different for downlink and uplink. As this thesis focuses only on 
downlink scheduling therefore only downlink protocol architecture is discussed here. The 
downlink protocol architecture between eNodeB and UE is shown in Figure 2-7. 

 

Figure 2-7 LTE Protocol Architecture 

2.3.4 Radio Resource control (RRC) Layer 
RRC layer handle only the control plane singling and handle the function like broadcast of 
system information, establishment, maintenance and release of RRC connection, configuration, 
maintenance and release of signaling and data radio bearers, security functions including key 
management as well as mobility and Quality of Service (QoS) management. 

2.3.5 Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) Layer 
In order to reduce the overhead at the radio link the eNodeB done the header compression and 
ciphering of core network IP packets by using PDCP at the transmitter side. At the receiver side 
header decompression and deciphering is done by using PDCP. 

2.3.5 Radio Link control (RLC) Layer 
RLC layer perform the segmentation or concatenating of data received from the PDCP layer 
according to the scheduling decision. It also utilizes the Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) 
protocol to ensure delivering of error free data to higher level. 

2.3.6 Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer 
MAC layer offer the logical channel facility to the RLC layer in the form of control channel and 
traffic channel to handle the control and user data separately. Control and configuration 
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information data is transmitted via control channel and user data is transmitted via traffic 
channel. MAC layer also multiplexes the logical channels to make efficient use of the resources. 
At this stage to ensure error free data, MAC also handle the Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request 
(HARQ) retransmissions. Scheduler is also implemented at MAC layer level which handles both 
uplink and downlink scheduling. 

2.3.7 Physical layer (PHY) 
At PHY the logical channels from MAC layer is mapped to transport channels regarding of the 
types of information. The typical functions that are performed at PHY are coding/decoding, 
modulation/demodulation and multi antenna mapping. Finally, the transport channels are 
mapped to the physical channels and transmitted over the radio interface. 

2.3.8 Multiple Access Technique for LTE (OFDMA) 
LTE uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as a multiple access 
technique for the downlink which not only offers multi user diversity but also the greater 
flexibility in allocating the radio resources. In OFDMA each OFDM subcarrier covers the spacing 
of 15 KHz and can be modulated by utilizing one of QPSK, 16-QAM, or 64-QAM modulation 
schemes following turbo coding. The Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCS) can be chosen 
based on the channel quality. For efficient usage of available resources the channel gain for 
each subcarrier is required but due to limit signaling in LTE subcarriers are grouped in the form 
of Resource Blocks (RB). In LTE network the radio resources are not only divided in frequency 
domain but also in time domain as shown in Figure 2-2. Each LTE frame has 10ms duration and 
further divided into sub-frames each of which has 1ms duration. One sub-frame consists of two 
time slots each of which have the duration of 0.5ms.  Each RB in LTE contains one time slot in 
time domain and 12 adjacent sub-carriers in frequency domain. Also each RB constitute of 
seven or six OFDM symbols depending upon the Cyclic Prefix (CP). Downlink reference symbols 
are inserted in the RB with constant power which is known by both transmitter and receiver for 
the instantaneous channel conditions estimation purpose. These instantaneous channel 
conditions are reported to the eNodeB by the user terminal and the scheduling decision is 
made based on this information. LTE sub-frame is further divided into control and data region 
to allocate the downlink control signaling in control region and uplink control signaling and user 
data signaling in the data region. 

To reduce the power consumption at the user terminal LTE uses SC-FDMA instead of OFDMA. 
SC-FDMA has smaller peak to average ratio as compared to OFDMA which allows the reduction 
in the power consumption, also it helps to make the design of power amplifier in the user 
terminal which eventually results in the form of reduced cost of the terminal. 
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2.3.9 Scheduling 
Scheduling is done to make the efficient use of the radio resources in order to maximize the 
system throughput or to achieve the fair allocation of resources. Scheduler is implemented at 
MAC layer level but it controls both MAC layer and Physical layer at the same time. Both for the 
downlink and uplink the scheduler is reside in the eNodeB [9, 11].  The basic difference in LTE 
packet scheduling and the previous wireless technology like HSDPA is that LTE schedules the 
resources both in time domain and frequency domain which results in improved throughput 
and coverage. The smallest resource unit that a scheduler can schedule is constitute of two 
consecutive RBS, with a time span of a sub-frame which is 1 ms and this time duration also 
called as TTI. 

In case of downlink scheduling the downlink channel conditions are reported periodically by the 
UE terminal to the eNodeB in the form of channel quality indicator (CQI) value. The range of 
CQI value is 1 to 15 and higher value represents the high quality of the channel. The CQI value 
against each RB is reported to the eNodeB. The scheduler makes a list of the users to schedule 
in the current period and then schedules the resources to the selected users. As the user 
selection has no concern with the actual allocation of RBs therefore the scheduler typically 
utilized the average CQI value of the full band sub-carriers instead of using individual sub-
carrier CQI. To make the channel dependent scheduling the downlink scheduler take into 
account the CQI value, buffer state and priorities and then it allocate the RBs, modulation and 
coding scheme and antenna mapping for the each selected UE for scheduling. To allocate all 
these resources the scheduler control the segmentation and concatenation at RLC layer level, 
ARQ and HARQ at MAC layer level, PHY coding and modulation at Physical layer level. 

In case of uplink scheduling the uplink channel condition is estimated by the eNodeB based on 
the reference symbol transmitted by the UE. Also the terminal is responsible to control the 
logical channel multiplexing of uplink. Based on the knowledge of channel condition the uplink 
scheduler control the modulation and coding scheme for the terminals. 

Scheduling is a major factor that facilitates the way for a dynamic FFR3 scheme in LTE. Due to 
scheduling, FFR3 and Dynamic FFR3 can be activated / deactivated in a live network as all the 
changes can be controlled by tunable parameters, the scheduler and power control. 

2.4 Reuse1 in LTE 
LTE promises high data rates and Release 8 currently support up to the 300 Mbps downlink 
download speed which is still short of IMT-Advanced standards [10, 12]. To achieve such high 
data rates, high spectral efficiency is needed. To fulfill high data speed requirements LTE utilizes 
reuse factor one because, a reuse factor greater than one result in decrease in spectral 
efficiency which eventually put limitation on the data speed. 
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The use of frequency reuse one increases the spectral efficiency However, users at the cell edge 
are particularly susceptible to increased interference resulting in reduced throughput due to 
higher transmit powers required and inter-cell interference. LTE utilizes OFDMA as a multiple 
access technique in which available frequency band is divided into small orthogonal subcarriers. 
The orthogonality of these sub-carriers eliminates intra-cell interference but it fails to mitigate 
ICI. Users at the edge of the cell are affected the most by ICI because as the user moves away 
from the serving cell center then not only the transmit power decreases exponentially with 
respect to the distance from the center but also the interference from the neighbor cells 
increases as a result Signal to Interference Ratio (SINR) at the edge of the cell is decreases 
substantially.   

2.5 FFR 
The simplest scheme to mitigate the ICI is reuse-n where two adjacent cells utilize different 
channels and thus the interference between the users in different cells is eliminated. Such 
systems, however, tends to decreases the bandwidth efficiency than what can be gained in 
signal quality improvement enabled by ICI reduction. This scheme eliminates the strongest ICI 
but at the cost of reduced spectral efficiency because now each cell is using one-nth of the total 
available bandwidth. Thus, in the recent research considerable improved interference 
management techniques are designed and implemented for the next generation OFDMA 
systems like WiMAX and LTE. One way to mitigate the ICI at the edge of the cell is Fractional 
Frequency Reuse (FFR) which offers a better trade-off between spectral efficiency and 
interference mitigation by leveraging the largely different experience of ICI at cell-center and 
cell-edge. As the ICI is almost negligible at the center of the cell therefore the SINR cannot be 
improved significantly by eliminating ICI. Also the SINR value at the center of the cell is much 
greater than unity therefore the spectral efficiency increases logarithmically with the increase 
in SINR. On the other hand the edge of the cell is affected badly by ICI, therefore by decreasing 
the ICI at the cell edge the SINR can be improved significantly which results a direct increase in 
spectral efficiency because the SINR value at the edge of the cell is less than one[12, 14]. ICI at 
the edge of the cell can be decreased by using the frequency reuse factor greater than one for 
the edge area while keeping the frequency reuse factor is equal to unity for the center area of 
the cell and this technique is called as frequency reuse factor [14, 15]. 
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Figure 2-8 Center Band and edge band distribution in FFR-3 

 

Figure 2-8 shows FFR3 scheme in which the frequency reuse one is utilized at the center of the 
cells while the edge band is further divided into three edge bands and these edge bands are 
allocated at the edge of the cells in such a way that no same edge bands are in the 
neighborhood [14, 16]. In Figure 2-8 the colors are shown to distinguish the different set of 
subcarriers, how they are distributed in the geographical area and the same color represent the 
same set of subcarriers. The y-axis in the spectrum indicates the transmission power of the 
subcarriers. As in FFR3 the frequency reuse factor equal to three is utilized in the edge area, 
therefore each cell utilizes only one edge band out of three and the extra power of the missing 
two edge bands is utilized equally by both center and edge band’s subcarriers. It means in FFR3 
scheme the transmission power per subcarrier is increased as compared to the reuse 1 scheme 
but the overall cell power remained the same. 

The throughput graph in Figure 2-9 shows the comparison of both FFR and reuse-1 schemes. It 
can be clearly seen from the results that in case of reuse-1 scheme the edge users suffer a lot in 
terms of throughput but as the user moves towards center, a continuous throughput increase 
can be observed which is only because of decreasing ICI towards center. While, In case of FFR 
the edge user throughput increases tremendously but at the same time the throughput of the 
center user decreases as compared to the throughput of the reuse 1 center users. This shows 
that FFR scheme improves the throughput of the edge users significantly but at the cost of 
decreased throughput of the center users.    
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Figure 2-9 User Throughput in FFR-3 vs. Reuse-1 

2.6 Problem Statement  
Indeed FFR benefits edge users, but this come at the expense of center users. The fixed 
assignment of FFR results in reduction in available spectrum to center users that would have 
been otherwise available under reuse-1. Under uneven cell load conditions, the cell center 
tends to get overcrowded and the static spectrum assignment results in suboptimal spectral 
usage. Since these load variations are random, there is a need for a mechanism to sense the 
overload and restore dynamically the lost bandwidth to center users, whose performance is 
bandwidth limited, unlike the edge users’ performance, which is ICI limited.  

2.7 Our Solution 
Motivated by the fact that FFR-3 results in performance gain for the edge users at the cost of 
performance of the center users, a new protocol based on [16] is introduced for the LTE-based 
networks.  This protocol aims at reducing the loss of the center users caused by the FFR-3, by 
borrowing the edge bands of the neighbor sectors to be used in the center at a reduced power 
level, causing only an acceptable loss to the lending neighbors. The generation of borrow 
request is triggered upon sector load crossing a load threshold and hence dynamic. The lending 
sectors hear the incoming requests on the LTE X2 interface. Upon receiving a request to borrow 
edge band, a decision is made independently at  every lending sector which receives the 
request by taking into account all the requests from overloaded neighbors simultaneously and 
selecting among those the top most with highest gain upon borrowing, such that the loss to 
own edge users remain within a preset acceptable value. Main aspects of this implementation 
are power level negotiations between borrower and lender and being dynamic such that the 
borrowing and lending occurs in runtime. 

The band distribution in case of a borrowed band is shown in figure 2-10. Sector 0 has yellow as 
its own edge band, and its neighbor sectors are 1, 3, 5 and 2, 4, 6 having same edge bands 
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respectively. A simple case in which sector 0 borrows band edge band is considered in this 
figure. Red band is borrowed in center such that power level per unit band is reduced from P0 

to P1. The P1 is the power level that is attained by equal distribution of original center band 
among the new extended center band. The edge band can also have lower values than P1 if the 
edge band owners receive unacceptable interference when used in sector 0. 

 

Figure 2-10 Blue Edge band has been borrowed by Cell 0. 

The proposed protocol’s key features are: 

•  It is asynchronous: No synchronization is necessary for the requests, or grant responses. 
A request is triggered by the sector’s center load, while a response is generated only if 
one of the knapsack problems results in a positive answer. 

• It is distributed: Each knapsack problem is solved at an eNodeB using only local 
information and the input (power and gain) from the request message. 

• It imposes an insignificant communication overhead: requests have been implemented 
as X2 interface messages with a payload of up to (16x2+1) bytes. Decision responses 
have a payload of 1 byte. 

• The knapsack problem solution is efficient: From an optimization standpoint, the 
number of neighboring sectors will not pose a heavy computational burden, even in 
large systems with irregular coverage patterns [25]. 
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3. System Model 
3.1. Preliminaries 
In order to perform the simulation and evaluate results, we consider a system of N sectors 
utilizing FFR. The available system bandwidth is divided into a center band and a set of disjoint 
edge sub-bands. Each of these bands is assumed to have a fixed number of resource blocks (RB) 
(a resource block comprises of 12 inseparable subcarriers in LTE). At each sector, we assume 
fixed total available power and power allocation in every scenario (re-use1, FFR-3 and our 
protocol) is such that all available fixed power is always completely distributed among the RBs. 
More on power distribution will come later in this chapter.  

At each sector, every eNodeB uses the center band for its center users and one of the edge 
band for its edge users. This forms a reuse1 scheme at the centers and higher reuse factor 
scheme for edges (reuse3 in our work). The criteria for a user to be a center or an edge user is 
such that 5 percentile of the worst performing users among the randomly distributed users, are 
grouped as edge users. The performance is based on UE feedback to the eNodeB in the form of 
CQI values (which are proportional to the SNR values). These edge users enjoy the edge band 
with less neighbor interference due to re-use3. The interference limited edge users greatly 
benefit from the re-use3 bands, however the band limited center users suffer due to the 
reduction in the available bandwidth to them. This guides the need for a protocol to minimize 
the loss.  

Each sector is assumed to be the owner of the edge band assigned to it, which it can lend to the 
overloaded sectors. The owner of the edge band can only issue grants for own edge band. The 
borrower is expected to release the borrowed band when the edge band owner revokes the 
lease grant.  

Since we are addressing overcrowded sector centers, the borrowed band is assumed to be 
utilized in sector center as an extension of already available center band. This system model 
does not make any assumptions, nor impose any requirements on the location and number of 
eNodeBs, the shape of sectors or the edge frequency, sub-bands and pre-allocation method. 

 

The protocol is discussed in detail in the following section. 

3.2 Protocol Overview 
The need for a dynamic protocol such as ours arises in an FFR-3 deployed system because of 
constantly varying cell loads, which tend to be uneven at times. Had they been constant, a pre-
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planned fixed assignment of neighbor’s edge frequency bands along with power levels into own 
center band would have sufficed.  

The key idea behind our protocol is to optimize the use of edge bands, in order to provide 
system flexibility to the ever changing load variations. In order to do that neighbor’s edge bands 
are requested need-based in runtime by the overloaded eNodeB sectors. They are expected to 
be utilized for the center users with mutually negotiated power levels between lender and 
borrower. The protocol poses a delay and an overhead, which is due to the message exchange 
and the Knapsack solving (decision making) which is discussed in the results section.  

The step by step operation of the protocol is discussed in subsequent sections of the chapter. 

3.3 Requesting neighbor’s edge band 
The borrow request is generated by the eNodeB sector once it detects overload in it center.  

The request message is broadcasted to all sectors in the neighbours via the LTE inter eNodeB X2 
interface. Having sent the request, the eNodeB sector enters wait mode for the response from 
all the edge band owners. 

3.4 Borrow request Message format 
The borrow request message contains a series of two type of values,  

i) Power values  𝑝𝑘   , where 𝑘 ∈ {1,2, … ,𝑀}, with 𝑀 = 16 and  
ii) Gain values 𝑔𝑖𝑘

  corresponding to the 𝑝𝑘 values. 𝑔𝑖𝑘 is the expected gain in the 𝑖 th 
sectors’ center users’ throughput if the borrowed frequency band is utilized at the 
respective power level 𝑝𝑘.  
 

The gain and power values are stored in the descending order. 𝑝1 is the maximum value of 
power that can be allocated to the edge band by the borrower such that all RBs, both center 
and edge have same power. The rationale for providing multiple entries of powers and gains is 
that the first few power levels may cause high interference, and cause lender to give negative 
decisions, while the one of the later values will give acceptable interference and hence positive 
response from the lender. Having more gain-power pairs in a single message, we limit the delay 
and overhead of the bargaining process in case of negative grant decisions. In case of borrowing 
edge band, the power is only taken from the center band and divided among the center and 
borrowed edge band, power allocation is discussed in detail in the section 3.7. 

3.5 Lending Decision via Knapsack 
Upon the arrival of a new request message, the eNodeB examines from 𝑘 ∈ {1,2, … ,𝑀} the 
benefits of leasing its edge band to the requesting sector. The core of the protocol is a 0/1 
knapsack problem solution that runs on every eNodeB sector and solves the knapsack upon 
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every incoming request for borrowing the edge band. The goal is to maximize the requesting 
sector’s center throughput, while maintaining acceptable degradation on the lending sector’s 
edge with respect to the allocation at the time the request is received The Knapsack solution 
operates in a distributed manner such that it is independent of the knapsack running on other 
sectors. The Knapsack solution at a particular eNodeB sector decides independently if lending 
of edge band is beneficial, taking into account the expected gain, which is sent by the borrower 
sector and the expected loss to own edges that is estimated by the lender itself.  

3.5.1 0/1 Knapsack problem:- 
A 0/1 knapsack problem is described as problem in which a (virtual) bag with weight capacity 𝑈 
is to be filled. There are 𝐾 number of candidates each having its own value and weight. The 
goal of the Knapsack problem is to select a subset among {1,2, … . ,𝐾}, such that their weight is 
less than or equal to the weight capacity 𝑈, while the value of the subset is maximized. The 
“0/1” knapsack gives the solution variable 𝑥𝑖 which is binary value. This implies that the 
element  𝑖 ∈ {1,2, … . ,𝐾} can either be selected or not; there is no partial selection of an 
element i.e 𝑖th element cannot be broken down into pieces. 

3.5.1.1 Optimal Solution (brute-force search or exhaustive search): 
The optimal solution of a knapsack is simply the subset among all possible combinations of the 
set {1,2, … . ,𝐾} which has the highest gain while its weight is no greater than maximum limit. 
The order of complexity of the solution is exponential i.e O(2K), which makes it useless in  
application, but has opened up a new area for research for approximation algorithms, hence its 
usefulness is limited to benchmarking for the heuristic approximation algorithms for the 
knapsack problems.  

3.5.1.2 Greedy Algorithm:  
The simplest (but far from optimal solution) approximation to the Knapsack problem solution is 
the greedy algorithm. Greedy approaches in general are ones that choose at each stage as per 
criteria, without taking in to consideration that in subsequent stages a better solution might be 
present. The decision at each stage is not changed later on. 

The greedy approaches for the 0/1 knapsack problem can be as follows 

i) Arrange the elements in descending order of values and start filling the knapsack 
from the start till the total weight of the element is never greater than weight limit. 

ii) Arrange elements in ascending order of weights and start filling the knapsack from 
the start such that total weight of elements is not greater than the weight limit. 

iii) Arrange elements in descending order of “value to weight” ratio and start filling the 
knapsack such that the weight of the elements is not increased beyond the 
maximum weight limit 
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3.5.1.3 Dynamic Programming:  
 Dynamic programming approach is a recursive method to approximate the knapsack problem. 
The key concept of the dynamic programming is taken from the fact that 0/1 knapsack problem 
has sub-structured property, which means that the optimal solution can be reconstructed from 
the optimal solutions of its sub-problems. Taking advantage of the optimal sub-structure 
property, solutions are found to the sub-problem and stored in memory. The stored values are 
then used to construct final solution.  

The running time of this algorithm is O(𝐾x𝑈) which is much less than the running time of the 
optimal solution O(2K), while providing much better result than the greedy approach. The 
pseudocode for the implemented dynamic programming and a comparison of these three 
approaches is included in the section 4.2.2.7.  

 

3.5.2 Modeling of 0/1 knapsack in the system 
The grant decision at eNodeB sector 𝑛, 𝑛 ∈ {1,2, … ,𝑁} is modeled as a 0/1 knapsack problem 
using the following notation and assumptions: 𝐾𝑛 is the set of neighbor sectors of 𝑛. Variable 
𝑥𝑖; 𝑖 ∈ 𝐾𝑛 is a set of decision variables indicating whether the eNodeB should grant the use of 
its edge band to neighbor 𝑖; when 𝑥𝑖 = 1 neighbor 𝑖 can borrow 𝑛’s edge band, if not 𝑥𝑖 = 0. 
Parameter 𝑔𝑖𝑘 is the expected average center user throughput gain for the requesting sector 𝑖 if 
𝑥𝑖 = 1 for 𝑘-th power level, conveyed in the last request message 𝑖 issued. In the case 𝑖 has not 
issued a request, we assume 𝑔𝑖𝑘 = 0. The 𝑐𝑖𝑘 parameter captures the average edge user 
throughput loss that will be observed at 𝑛 due to increased interference if 𝑖 borrows the edge 
band at 𝑘-th power level. Neighbors that have already borrowed the edge band from eNodeB 
sector 𝑛 must be also included in the knapsack formulation, assuming the same gain and loss 
values they had before. Finally 𝑈𝑛 denotes the maximum acceptable average edge user 
throughput loss for cell 𝑛. The following 0/1 knapsack problem is repeated at each node that 
receives the request message, for 𝑘 ∈ {1,2, … ,𝑀} power level, or until 𝑥𝑖 = 1 for the requesting 
sector that initiated this process.               

                                     Maximize:    � 𝑔𝑖𝑘 𝑥𝑖
|𝐾𝑛|
𝑖=1                                              (3.1) 

                                      Such that:     �  𝑐𝑖𝑘 𝑥𝑖
|𝐾𝑛|
𝑖=1  ≤  𝑈𝑛                                          (3.2) 

                                                      𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}                                                      (3.3) 

Note that 𝑐𝑖𝑘  calculated at the eNodeB serving sector 𝑛 can be a pessimistic estimation of 
interference. This overestimation happens in two cases. Firstly in the case that the borrower 
will end up acquiring more than one bands, and hence will use 𝑛’s band at a power level lower 
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than the one 𝑛 is assuming. Secondly, as we shall see in the following section this misestimation 
may prove to be even larger, in the case that some eNodeB returns a positive 𝑥𝑖 for lower 
power levels: in that case the grant is assumed to carry the least power and thus the edge band 
will be utilized such that the interference is lower. 

3.6 Knapsack response message 
If for some power level 𝑘 the knapsack problem above returns an 𝑥 vector with a positive value 
for the 𝑖-th neighbor that triggered this process, then eNodeB 𝑛 issues a response message over 
the X2 interface to all neighbors that need to update the use of 𝑛’s edge band. For 𝑖 it sends 
back a grant carrying in the payload only the index 𝑘 of the power level conveyed in the request 
message. For the rest of the neighbors, if the 𝑥 -vector has a 0 value a 0 is conveyed to revoke 
any previous grant.  

Let us examine what may happen by taking an example in a simple case, as the one presented 
in Fig. 2-10. Let us assume sector 0 was overloaded and issued a request to borrow an edge 
band. All six neighbors would solve the respective knapsack problems and provide their 
responses back to sector 0. For each of the two sub-bands, in the simplest case all three 
decisions come in sector 0, unanimously, bearing the same value of power index 𝑘. Then clearly 
the borrowing decision is fairly simple: Sector 0 will indeed borrow that band and set the power 
level to the one identified by the power index 𝑘. A more general case is when the eNodeBs that 
own an edge band return with different indices. The solution in this case is simple and greedy: 
the overloaded sector borrows the edge band, utilizing it at the lowest power level allowed by 
the response messages. As our initial simulations indicated, unanimous lending decisions by all 
neighboring owners of a single edge band is practically never the case. The locality of the 
interference and multiple borrowing requests arriving at the lending cells, make such cases 
extremely rare. 
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4. Simulation Tool and System Model    
Implementation 

In order to provide more multi-user flexibility, higher spectral efficiency and lower delay LTE 
technology introduced a novel physical layer and reformed core network. The development of 
LTE standards introduced new procedures and algorithms which need to be tested and 
optimized by simulation means. To evaluate the performance of the new algorithms and 
procedures both at link level and system level, simulation has to be performed. Link level 
simulations focus more on physical layer level issues such as the investigation of channel 
estimation, prediction algorithms and synchronization algorithms [1, 17]. It also reflects the 
issues related to Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) gains, Adaptive Modulation and 
Coding (AMC) feedback, modeling of channel encoding and decoding [2, 18]. While network 
related issues like scheduling, mobility handling, interference management or admission 
control are investigated by system level simulations [19, 20]. The physical layer modeling for 
the system level simulation is investigated by using the link level simulation but it is abstracted 
by simplified models to reduce the computational power cost and to lower the complexity. 

The research work is carried out by using academically available system level Vienna LTE 
simulator [21]. The simulator is developed in object oriented MATLAB and due to its well 
organized, understandable and especially modular code structure, it provides greater flexibility 
to modify and add new functionalities and algorithms easily to the current simulator. 

4.1 Simulator Overview 
To analyze the performance of the whole LTE network which consist of multitude eNodeBs to 
cover a specific area and many mobile terminals may attach to each of eNodeB, the physical 
layer simulations of the radio links between the mobile terminals and the eNodeBs are 
required. While the simulation of individual physical layer cannot reflect the effects of cell 
planning, scheduling or interference as the complexity and computational cost increases with 
the increase in number of eNodeBs and users. Therefore the system level simulator uses the 
abstracted physical layer which focuses only on its essential dynamics with high accuracy and 
low complexity. 

To generate the network topology, transmission sites are created where each eNodeB has 
three sectors and each sector contain one scheduler. The assignment of the physical resources, 
precoding matrices and modulation and coding scheme (MCS) to the attached UE is done by the 
scheduler. A number of UEs can be attached to each sector of eNodeB which measure the link 
quality and feedback to the eNodeB. The traffic model in the downlink is assumed to have a full 
buffer. A region of interest is defined in which eNodeBs and UEs are positioned and it is only in 
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this area where UEs move and transmission of the Downlink Shared Channel (DLSCH) are 
simulated. The length of the simulation time is defined in the form of Transmission Time 
Interval (TTI). The simulator flow can be represented in the form of pseudo-code which is given 
in the Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 Simulator pseudocode [2] 

for each simulated TTI do 
    move UEs 
    if UE outside ROI then 
       reallocate UE randomly in ROI 
    for each eNodeB do 
       receive UE feedback after a given feedback delay 
       schedule users 
    for each UE do 
       1- channel state ! link quality model ! SINR 
       2- SINR, MCS ! link perf. model ! BLER 
       3- send UE feedback 

 

The simulator can be divided into two main parts, one link measurement model   and other is 
link performance model as depicted in the block diagram of the simulator in Figure 1-1. The 
important entities of the simulator are described below.  

4.1.1 Link Measurement Model 
In the link measurement model the UE measures the Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) 
based on the signal, interference and noise power level which are dependent on the UE and 
eNodeB positions, large-scale fading and small scale-fading. The link quality metric SINR is a per 
subcarrier post equalization symbol SINR which is used to abstract the quality of the link. Based 
on the the SINR value, UE computes the feedback in terms of CQI, RI and MPI and then send to 
the eNodeB to which UE is attached via a feedback channel with adjustable delay. The 
calculation of CQI value at the UE is based on the subcarrier SINRs and target transport Block 
Error Ratio (BLER) and a SINR-to-CQI mapping curves are used to generate the CQI reports. In 
order to optimize the performance of system in terms of delay and throughput the UE 
measurement reports are used by the scheduler at the transmitter to carry out the link 
adaptation and resource allocation. 

To reduce the system level simulator complexity and computational load, the system level 
simulator precalculate as many of simulation parameters as possible. In LTE simulator the 
parameters like large-scale pathloss, shadow fading and small-scale fading for each eNdoeB-UE 
pair are pre-calculated which not only reduce the run time computational load but also offers 
repeatability by loading already pre-calculated parameters repeatedly. 
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The propagation path loss due to both distance between the eNodeB sector and UE and the 
antenna gain is jointly modeled as macroscopic pathloss. A combination of well-known models 
and antenna gain pattern of the corresponding eNodeB are used to calculate the large-scale 
pathloss and modeled as position dependent maps. Large-scale pathloss is eNodeB dependent 
and only one independent pathloss map per eNodeB is generated as long as the network layout 
kept same. Figure 4-3 shows the large-scale pathloss and antenna gain map in which 
macroscopic pathloss between transmitter and any point (x,y) is specified .  

 

Figure 4-1 Macroscopic pathloss w.r.t distance. 

Shadow fading is caused by the obstacle in the propagation path between the UE and eNodeB 
to which it is attached. The Space-correlated shadow fading and Inter-site map correlation for 
shadow fading are generated by using low-complexity variant of the Cholesky decomposition 
and represented as position dependent trace [2]. Figure 4-3 shows the space-correlated 
shadow fading in dB which is site dependent and only generated once because it is same for all 
eNodeBs. 

 

Figure 4-2 Macroscopic pathloss w.r.t any point x,y at the (left side), Shadow fading w.r.t. distance from the eNodeB (right 
side) [23]. 
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Small-scale fading is time dependent and it is calculated based on the transmitter precoding 
and receive filter. The time dependent trace of small-scale fading is broken down into two 
parts, one signal power and the other interference power after passing through the receive 
filter which significantly reduces the computational load by avoiding  complex multiplications 
introduced by MIMO channel matrics. 

4.1.2 Link Performance Model 
Based on the link measurement model SINR the CQI value is computed in the range of 1 to 15 
and each CQI value used to define different MCS by using the combination of coding rate 
between 1/13 with one of the 4-QAM, 16-QAM or 64-QAM modulations. Table 4.1 shows the 
modulation and coding rate against each CQI value. The allocated MCS is send to the UE where 
it is utilized by the link performance model to assess the BLER of the received Transport Blocks 
(TBs). As a first step Link performance model obtained an AWGN-equivalent SINR via Mutual 
Information Effective Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio Mapping (MIESM). In second step a 
set of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) link-level performance curves are employed to 
map the AWGN-equivalent SINR to BLER as shown in the Figure 4-4. BLER values represent the 
probability of successfully received TBs and combined with the size of TBs to compute the link 
throughput and error ratios. By taking the 10% point of BLER curve, a SNR-to-CQI mapping is 
realized from which CQI valued are obtained and floored to get the integer values. The SNR-to-
CQI mapping utilized by the simulator is shown in the Figure 4-5. 

Table 4-2 Modulation and coding scheme against each CQI value 

CQI Modulation Modulation_order Coding_Rate_X_1024 Efficiency 
1 QPSK 2 78 0.1523 
2 QPSK 2 120 0.2344 
3 QPSK 2 193 0.3770 
4 QPSK 2 308 0.6016 
5 QPSK 2 449 0.8770 
6 QPSK 2 602 1.1758 
7 16QAM 4 378 1.4766 
8 16QAM 4 490 1.9141 
9 16QAM 4 616 2.4063 

10 64QAM 6 466 2.7305 
11 64QAM 6 567 3.3223 
12 64QAM 6 666 3.9023 
13 64QAM 6 772 4.5234 
14 64QAM 6 873 5.1152 
15 64QAM 6 948 5.5547 
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Figure 4-3  AWGN link-level performance CQI curves to map the AWGN-equivalent SINR to BLER. 

 

Figure 4-4 SNR to CQI measured mapping w.r.t. 10% point of BLER curve and SNR to CQI mapping model 

The readers interested to learn in detail about the LTE system level simulator are referred to 
consult [22, 23, 24]. 

4.2 System parameters and scenario setup 
We considered a system of 7 hexagonally placed eNodebs with 3 sectors each. The whole ring is 
surrounded by wrap around eNodeBs. The purpose of this wrap around is to keep each among 
the 21 sectors in the system under the influence of interference from the neighboring nodes. 
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Without the use of wrap around results would be unrealistically optimistic at the edge sectors, 
both in terms of own user throughputs and lending decisions for the incoming borrowing 
requests at the edge sectors. This is because the SINR at the edges of the hexagonal ring receive 
almost no interference from the neighbor. 

We have chosen 10 Mhz as the system bandwidth, among the available bandwidths in LTE. This 
bandwidth consists of 50 RBs. Under a reuse-1, all the RBs are available to the users in a 
particular sector of an eNodeB. But for our protocol, we divided this bandwidth / RB into two 
groups, i) Center Band and (ii) Edge Band. Before the lending/borrowing initiation, the center 
band (26 RBs, 52 %) is used in each eNodeB sector (Re-use1) while the edge band (24 RBs)is 
further divided into 3 sub-bands, which we call as A, B and C edge bands (8 RBs, 16 % each). 
One of 3 edge bands is assigned to each sector such that adjacent sectors have dissimilar edge 
bands. For the edge bands, this creates re-use3, and hence the name FFR-3 for the whole 
assignment of center and edge bands. Overall, for every eNodeB, sector 1 gets A edge band, 
sector 2 gets B edge band and sector 3 gets C edge band. The parameters of our simulation 
setup are tabularized in table 4-3. 

Table 4-3 System Model Parameters 

Physical Layer characteristics 
Protocol messages exchange interface  X2 
LTE band downlink  10(758-768) Mhz 
Path loss model L=Lo x  d^n 
Path loss exponent  n=4 
Antenna gain pattern 
Transmit power 
Thermal noise 
Noise figure 
Min. coupling loss 

TS 36.942 
43dBm 

-174 dBm/Hz 
9 dB 

70dB 
  FFR3 Scheme 

Available Bandwidth  10 MHz 
Total Resource Blocks 50 
Center Resource Blocks  52%(26) 
Edge Resource Blocks  16%(8) 
Edge Users  5 percentile 
Scheduler Round robin 
Message exchange Interface X2 

Simulation Setup 
Number of users per cell   [40, 60] 
User location distribution in cell  Random (uniform) 
Cell range 1km 
Number of sectors 7 x 3 = 21 

LTE link Characteristics 
Resource Block Bandwidth 180 kHz 
TTI length 1ms 
Cyclic prefix Normal 
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4.3 System Model Implementation in the simulator 
The simulator is implemented by using extensive object oriented capabilities of MATLAB, a 
modular code and object based clear, organized and understandable structure offer greater 
flexibility to modify or add new functionality to the current simulator. The simulator can be run 
through a batch file LTE_sim_launcher.m which performs two tasks, first it loads a configuration 
file to load the simulation parameters and secondly it executes the main simulation file name as 
LTE_sim_main.m. The main structure of the simulator, in which each network element is 
represented by suitable class objects, is organized in the main simulation file which executes 
the functionality of the simulator according to the loaded simulation and configuration 
parameters and stores the desired results in the form of traces. Figure 4-6 depicts the 
relationship between the several elements/classes in the simulator. Implementation-wise, both 
the link-measurement and the link-performance model reside in the UE class.  

 

Figure 4-5 Block diagram of relationship between the LTE network element in the simulator [23]. 

To extract the desired results from the stored traces after the execution of main simulation file, 
the LTE_sim_results.m can be executed which provide some plotting of the results’ traces for 
example it shows the eNodeB and UE position graphically as shown in the Figure 4-7. The 
readers interested in deep insight in the LTE simulator structure and the assumptions that were 
made while developing are encouraged to consult the simulator documentation [24]. 
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Figure 4-6 eNodeB and UE position in the Region of Interest. 

To implement the proposed dynamic FFR3 protocol, new functionalities are added as well as 
existing ones are modified as explained in subsequent sections. 

4.3.1 Implementation of FFR3 
The Vienna LTE system level simulator supports the frequency reuse 1 only.  The schemes like 
FFR3 to cope the losses at the cell edge are not implemented in the simulator.  As mentioned 
earlier that our protocol works with FFR-3 as baseline, therefore as a first step the functionality 
of FFR-3 scheme is implemented and added to the current simulator. To enable the FFR3 
functionality in the simulator, the following functions are implemented. 

4.3.1.1 Division of available bandwidth into center and edge bands 
In FFR3 frequency reuse 3 is deployed at the edge of the cell while in the center frequency 
reuse 1 is used. To implement this frequency reuse strategy, the whole available bandwidth is 
divided into center band and edge band while at the same time the edge band is further divided 
into three separate edge bands in such a way that a single edge band is 16% of the total 
available bandwidth. 

4.3.1.2 Division of available users into center and edge users 
The users in the proposed scheme are assumed to be static and in the first TTI every user sends 
CQI feedback to the eNodeB but in the second TTI a decision is made on the bases of the 
received CQI values that whether the user belong to the edge user pool or to the center user 
pool. A threshold value of CQI is chosen and every user who reported in the first TTI less CQI 
value than the threshold CQI value is chosen as the edge user and vice versa. 

4.3.1.3 Implementation of Round Robin scheduler for FFR3 
A variety of schedulers are available in the Vienna LTE simulator but Round Robin scheduler is 
chosen for the proposed dynamic FFR3 scheme. The Round Robin which is already 
implemented in the simulator divides fairly the total number of available Resource Blocks (RBs) 
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among the total number of UEs. As in FFR3 scheme the available RBs are divided into center 
RBs and edge RBs, therefore the center RBs cannot be allocated to the edge users and vice 
versa. To distribute the resources between the edge and center users fairly, two separate 
queues are implemented for the center users and edge users and then their respective RBs 
distribute between the users in Round Robin fashion. 

4.3.1.4 Implementation of FFR-3 Power allocation 
As out of the three edge bands only one edge band is used in a single cell of FFR3 scheme, the 
extra power of the two edge bands which are used in the neighbor cells is distributed between 
the edge and center RBs in such a way that center and edge band has equal power. As a result 
FFR3 RBs have more power as compared to the Reuse 1 RBs. 

4.3.2 Implementation of dynamic FFR-3 in the simulator 
The dynamic FFR3 works as basic FFR3 scheme as long as the network is not overloaded. If any 
of the cells overloaded due to the increased number of users than a threshold value in that cell, 
then the network will switch to dynamic FFR3 scheme. In dynamic FFR3 scheme the overloaded 
cell can borrow the edge bands from its neighbor cells to handle the extra load. To implement 
the proposed dynamic FFR3 scheme in the simulator the following implementation are made. 

4.3.2.1 Implementation of overloading capability for individual eNodeB sector 
The Vienna LTE system level simulator is only capable to load the equal number of users in each 
sector of eNodeBs. To enable the overloading capability of the simulator, the extra users are 
generated and attached to the sectors which are chosen to be overloaded. For example in our 
simulation scenario the each sector is loaded with 40 numbers of users but if any sector is 
loaded with 60 or more than 60 users then it is considered as overloaded cell. An overloading 
flag is enabled for a sector having equal to or more than 60 number of users, which is later on 
used to detect that whether the sector is over loaded or not. 

4.3.2.2 Expected Gain estimation w.r.t various power levels 
Before initiating the borrow request, the each eNodeB check on the basis of overloading factor 
whether any of its sector is overloaded or not, if any sector is overloaded then it perform a few 
calculation to check that how much it will achieve gain after borrowing the edge band from the 
neighboring eNodeB’s sectors. The borrowed sub-band will experience inter-cell interference 
coming from the band’s original owners but it will be less than the Reuse1 scheme as this sub-
band will be utilized in the center of the serving cell. An estimation module is implemented to 
estimate the expected gain on the bases of SINR and available number of RBs in the center of 
the lending cell before and after borrowing the extra sub-band. The extra available RBs due to 
borrowing the neighbor’s edge band are added to the RBs of lending cell. Also the new SINR 
calculated after adding the borrowed sub-band to the center of lending cell. The expected gain 
is calculated as: 
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                                         𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 

                                  =  𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡

                                                                                         (4.1) 

                                    = {𝑅𝐵𝑠𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 x 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1+𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑤)}+{𝑅𝐵𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒x 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1+𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤)}
𝑅𝐵𝑠𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 x 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1+𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)

              (4.2) 

Where 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 is the “average” SINR for all the center users and RBs_Center in case 
of no borrowing, while 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤 is SINR of center users when used the given power level 
and RBs_edge is number of RBs borrowed. As a first step the total available power in the center 
of the lending cell is equally distributed between the total numbers of center RBs after 
borrowing the sub-band. Later on the expected power per RB is reduced by a step size 5% and 
for each of power values the expected SINR and the resulted gain is calculated by using the 
above formula. The expected gain calculation for different power levels is stopped if either the 
gain value becomes less than a minimum threshold value or 16 power levels have been 
achieved. The threshold value for the expected gain is chosen to a value 1.15 but it should 
never be less than the value 1.    
 

4.3.2.3 Implementation of borrow request message 
The calculated value of each expected gain at different power level is saved with their 
respective power levels in the form of borrowing request message whose format is shown in 
the Figure 4-9. Separate borrowing messages is created and send to the respective neighbor 
sector which indicate up to M=16 values of expected center user throughput gain, along with 
the respective power values for the borrowed edge bands. 

k length G0 P0 G1 P2 ……… Gk-1 Pk-1 
Figure 4-7 Borrow request message format 

4.3.2.4 Borrow request Message receive capability at the lender eNodeB sector 
Each neighboring sector of the lending cell will receive the borrow request messages from all 
overloaded cells and inspect the element of the received messages and store the expected gain 
in the form of an array whose index indicate the identity of the eNodeB’s sector from which 
message is received. Also the different power levels are read from the received message to 
calculate the expected edge throughput loss experienced by the lender edge users due to 
sharing the edge band in the center of the lending cell. 

4.3.2.5 Implementation of lending decision 
Receiving the borrowing request message, an eNodeB examine if it is not harmful to lend its 
edge band to the requesting sector. The process is repeated up to M times, or until a power 
level is found at which the lender sector is determine that it can lend its edge band. To 
implement the lending decision capability the following implementations are made. 
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4.3.2.6 Implementation of loss estimation module 
The received maximum power level is fed to the SINR calculation module which calculates the 
SINR for the edge user of the lender sector assuming that the requested edge-band is utilized in 
the center of the lending sector. The SINR module output the SINR value of the lender edge 
users with and without using the requested edge-band in the center of the lending cell and 
these SINR values are used to calculate the expected edge loss experienced by the lender users 
after leasing the edge-band. The expected edge loss is calculated by using the formula below. 

                                                     𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1+𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)
𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1+𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤)

                                   (4.3) 

Where 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 is the “average” SINR for all the edge users in case of no lending of 
edge band, while the 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅_𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤 is the expected “average” SINR for all the edge users in case 
the edge is lended and the borrower is using at the given power level. The bandwidths in the 
equations are cancelled out because there is only a change of SINR while the band remains 
constant for the edge users. 

The expected edge loss of lender edge users is calculated for all the requesting sectors and 
stored in the form of array again whose index indicates the identity of the requesting eNodeB 
sector. 

4.3.2.7 Implementation of 0/1 Knapsack Module 
 Knapsack Module is used to maximize borrower expected gain at the center while keeping own 
edge loss within an acceptable value. The arrays of received expected gain and calculated 
expected lender edge loss are fed to the Knapsack Module which return the response in the 
form of 1 or 0 with the identity of the lending cell to which this response message is supposed 
to deliver. A 1 response  indicates that the requesting cell can use the requested band while a 0 
response indicate that the lender denied to share the requested edge-band. There are three 
implementations of 0/1 Knapsack algorithm i.e. Greedy Algorithm, Optimal Solution (exhaustive 
search) and Dynamic Programming as explained in chapter 3. All the three Knapsack 0/1 
algorithms are implemented in Matlab to analyze their performance. Table 4.2 shows the 
performance comparison of the Greedy solution, Optimal Solution and Dynamic Programming 
algorithms w.r.t. the computational time, number of selected node and maximum accumulative 
center gain of the nodes. 

Table 4-4 Performance comparison of three type of Knapsack 0/1 algorithm 

Knapsack 
Algoritm type 

Number of 
selected node 

Computational 
time 

Accumulative 
center gain 

Greedy 6 0.0026 29 
Optimal 6 37 31 
Dynamic 7 0.003172 30 
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From the table it can be noted that the greedy algorithm outperforms in terms of 
computational time and number of selected nodes but its performance is poor w.r.t 
accumulative center gain, on the other hand the Knapsack optimal solution algorithm 
outperforms w.r.t accumulative center gain of the selected nodes but it took long time to 
complete the computations. The performance of the dynamic programming Knapsack 
algorithm is in between the Greedy and optimal solutions and it performs well for all the three 
performance measures, therefore it is chosen for implementation in our protocol. The pseudo 
code of the dynamic programming Knapsack algorithm is given in the Table 4-4. 

Table 4-5 Pseudocode of the dynamic programming Knapsack algorithm 

0/1 KNAPSACK(p[ ], w[ ], n, U) 
for 𝜔 := 0 to U C[0,𝜔] := 0; 
for i := 0 to n C[i, 0] := 0; 
 
for i := 1 to n 
   for 𝜔 := 1 to U 
      if (w[i] > 𝜔) // cannot pick item i 
         C[i, 𝜔] := C[i - 1, 𝜔]; 
      else 
         if ( p[i] + C[i-1, 𝜔 - w[i]]) > C[i-1, 𝜔]) 
            C[i, 𝜔] := p[i] + C[i - 1, 𝜔 - w[i]]; 
         else 
           C[i, 𝜔] := C[i - 1, 𝜔]; 
return C[n, U]; 
 

 
Where n is number of nodes, U is maximum Loss limit, p is center gain of the lending sectors 
and w is the edge loss of the lender sector.  

4.3.2.8 Repetition of lending decision 
If response from the Knapsack module is positive for all requesting cells then it will send the 
message to the respective cells otherwise all the above lending decision steps will be repeated 
with a reduced power level but only for those requesting sectors whose Knapsack module 
response is negative. For only those sectors which are denied, the SINR module again calculate 
the edge users SINR but at a reduced power level and from the resulting SINR again edge loss is 
calculated. The new calculated value of edge loss and the received gain w.r.t. the new power 
level are replaced in the edge loss array and expected gain array respectively. The new arrays 
are fed to the Knapsack module and this process is repeated until all positive responses are 
achieved or all the power levels have been checked for every request. 
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4.3.2.9 Implementation of lender response message 
After receiving the lender response to the borrowing request along with the identity of 
requesting cell from the Knapsack module, a lender response message is created and sends to 
the respective requesting cell. The lender response message is created by multiplying the 
Knapsack response which is either 0 or 1, with the respective power level. It means a positive 
response only indicates the power level at which the lender agrees to lend the edge-band on 
the other hand a negative response indicate a zero power level. 

4.3.2.10 Implementation of lender response message receive capability 
An eNodeB which issues the borrowing request for an overloaded sector will wait for receive 
responses from all the neighboring sectors that hold each sub-band. If all neighbors respond 
with non-zero values for a specific edge-band then that edge-band will be utilized. 

4.3.2.11 Implementation of Dynamic FFR3 scheduler 
Once lending decision is finalized, a new resource block and power allocation is required at the 
scheduler level and to accomplish this, the scheduler is again modified w.r.t. two aspects. 

      Frequency Band aggregation at the borrower based on lending response 
The borrowed bands are made available to the scheduler by aggregating them into the 
center band of the serving cell in such a way that now center band of the serving cell 
comprises of  own center band and the borrowed edge bands. 

      Power allocation based on the minimum level among all the lending responses 
A minimum of the power that is received from all responses for that band is utilized in that 
edge band and all remaining power is allocated to the center band of the serving cell. If the 
number of edge band are more than one then they may have different power levels as their 
respective owner cells may agree to lend their edge bands at different power levels. 
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5. Simulation results 
To validate and evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol the simulation results are 
taken using different scenarios with varying loads and acceptable loss limit. We considered a 
system of seven eNodeBs each having three sectors. We evaluated the cell-center throughput 
gains and cell-edge losses by overloading single sector up to the twenty one sectors. 

5.1 Proof of concept of the proposed protocol 
The simulation results in Figure 5-1 provide proof of the concept of the proposed protocol by 
indicating the effect of frequency reuse 1, FFR3 and the proposed protocol on the throughput 
of center and edge users for a single overloaded sector. It can be observed from the Figure 5-1 
that in case of reuse 1 scheme the center users gain while edge users suffer in terms of 
throughput. In case of reuse1 scheme a continuous throughput decrease is observed as the 
distance of the users from the eNodeB increases, which is due to the increase in the pathloss 
and interference from the neighbor cells. FFR3 shows the same results as explained in the 
section 2.5 that it improves the throughput of the edge users but at the cost of a significant 
decrease in the throughput of center users. Also in case of FFR3 it can be observed that edge 
users, which are very few in numbers, enjoy the increase in the throughput but a significant 
number of center users experience a decrease in the throughput of center users. The proposed 
protocol outperforms the FFR3 scheme and shows the results in between the two schemes that 
are reuse-1 scheme and FFR3 scheme. It improves the center users’ throughput significantly as 
compared to FFR3 center users’ throughput which is represented by blue lines while at the 
same time it is not performing so bad in edge. It shows marginal decrease in the throughput of 
edge users as compared to FFR3 edge users’ throughput and still shows significant 
improvement in the throughput as compared to reuse1 users’ throughput in the edge area 
which is represent by the green lines. Therefore the simulation results in Figure 5.1 show that 
our protocol is performing as we expected. 
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Figure 5-1 For a single, overloaded sector the effect of running the reallocation schemes on the center and edge users. 

 

5.2 Effect of acceptable loss limit parameter 𝑼 on the edge and center users’ 
throughput 
The effect of the three schemes on the edge users’ throughput with respect to different value 
of maximum acceptable loss limit parameter 𝑈 is shown by CDF plots in Figure 5-2 and Figure 
5.3. The simulation results in Figure 5-2 show clearly that in case of Reuse1 scheme the edge 
users suffer terribly in terms of throughput which is due to the effect of interference from the 
neighbor cells. FFR3 scheme mitigates the effect of interference coming from the neighbor cells 
by utilizing the frequency reuse 3 at the edge of the cell which results in a significant increase in 
throughput and this effect can be observed in Figure 5-2 as the CDF curve move towards left in 
case of FFR3. Due to the utilization of neighbor’s edge band in the center of overloaded cells 
the level of interference coming from the neighbor cells increases as compared to the classic 
FFR3 scheme, therefore the CDF curves for proposed protocol fitted in-between the Classic 
FFR3 and Reuse 1 schemes’ CDF curves. The proposed protocol shows a slight edge loss as 
compared to FFR3 scheme but it still shows a significant improvement in the edge user 
throughput as compared to the Reuse 1 scheme. It can also be noted that as the percentage of 
maximum allowable loss is decreased, the proposed protocol curves tends to approach the 
FFR3 CDF results. There it is clear from the CDF results in Figure 5.2 that the edge users’ 
throughput loss decreases as the value of acceptable loss limit decreases. 
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Figure 5-2 Edge throughput CDF comparison of FFR-3, Reuse 1 and our protocol for different 𝑼 values  

Figure 5-3 shows the CDF plots of center user throughput for the reuse 1, classic FFR3 and the 
proposed protocol. In case of center user throughput the FFR3 schemes performs worst as 
compared to both our protocol and reuse 1 scheme. The maximum center user throughput is 
available only in case of reuse 1. The proposed protocol outperforms as compared to the FFR3 
scheme for all the different values of 𝑈. Also it tends to approach the Reuse 1 results as the 
percent value of 𝑈 increases. The increase in the center user throughput with respect to 
increase in the percent value of 𝑈 is due to the fact that borrowed edge band are utilized at 
higher power level in the center of overloaded cells and the permission by the owner of edge 
bands to use the same edge band by a greater number of overloaded cells.  

 

Figure 5-3 Center throughput CDF comparison of FFR-3, Reuse 1 and our protocol for different 𝑼 values  
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5.3 Performance of the proposed protocol with respect to the varying load conditions 
Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4b shows the center users’ throughput gain at the center of 
overloaded cells, aggregate system throughput gain and the edge throughput loss at the edge 
of lender cells with respect to the classic FFR3. Figure 5-4a shows the results when only two out 
of twenty one sectors are overloaded. In case of lightly overloaded network, our protocol 
achieved up to a 46% throughput gain in the cell-center at a cost of 9% edge user throughput 
loss when compared to a classic FFR-3 scheme. Although the system is lightly loaded, that 
means only two out of twenty one sectors are using the proposed protocol, but system still 
shows aggregate system throughput gain which is 4%. In case of a heavily overloaded system 
the percent gain in the cell center throughput decreases from 46% to 36%, also the edge loss 
increases from 9% to 34%. This increase in the edge loss and decrease in the gain of center user 
throughput is due to the utilization of the borrowed edge bands in the center of greater 
number of overloaded cells.  Although the center user throughput gain decreases when the 
system is heavily overloaded but a significant increase in the overall system throughput gain 
can be seen clearly from the results that is 26%. The increase in the overall system throughput 
gain as compared to FFR3 scheme, In case of heavily loaded system, is due to the fact that a 
greater number of sectors are utilizing the borrowed edge bands in the centers of overloaded 
cells. Therefore it is clear from the results that the gain of our protocol increases in case of 
heavily loaded network. 

It can also be noticed from the Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4b that both the center throughput and 
overall system throughput gains increase with the increase in the value of 𝑈 and the effect of 
the 𝑈 parameter also tends to diminish while approaching 50% which is due to the fact that the 
lenders have already granted their edge bands to maximum possible number of overloaded 
cells at the maximum possible higher power levels.     

 

Figure 5-4 Cell-center and edge average throughput gains and losses for different 𝑼 values –typical scenario with 2 
overloaded sectors (left) and 21 overloaded sectors (right) 
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5.4 Request grant response time 
Our solution was run on a first generation 3.0 GHz Core i7 desktop processor with Matlab 
2009b and the system level LTE Vienna Simulator [21]. The run time of the knapsack solutions 
was quite efficient, depending directly on the number of overloaded sectors and the 𝑈 
parameter. This is clearly because of increased number of knapsack objects when the number 
of overloaded sectors increases, and increased number of knapsack solutions when the 𝑈 
parameter decreases, where due to our implementation, the runtime also includes re-
calculation of estimated pathlosses. It is clear from the results that in any case the time taken 
to respond the borrow request is not more than the 13.36 seconds which is the maximum value 
when the number of overloaded cells is 21 and the parameter 𝑈 is 10%. The decentralized 
nature of the protocol reduces the response time significantly. For runtimes of all values of 
parameter 𝑈 under 2 and 21 overloaded sectors, see the table below. 

Table 5-1 Duration of solution computation in real time 

Edge user throughput loss limit 𝑼 
(%) 

Computational time for 2 
Overloaded sectors (sec.) 

Computational time for 21 
Overloaded sectors (sec.) 

10 2.6312 13.3539 
20 2.4819 10.3975 
30 2.5186 7.9385 
40 0.025042 7.3231 
50 0.028648 6.2784 
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6. Conclusion and Future 
Work 

6.1 Conclusion 
The protocol that has been presented here has proved its utility in restoring the loss to center 
users incurred by the FFR-3 at the cost of acceptable loss to the edges of the lender nodes, 
when compared to the re-use1 for the OFDMA based cellular network LTE. The protocol is 
dynamic and localized, while the power levels are adjusted through bargaining of power levels 
among borrower and lenders. This is made to work with signaling messages of small size, over 
the already present X2 interface in the LTE networks. The working of this protocol has been 
verified by implementing and setting up simulation scenario in Vienna Simulator, comprising of 
seven hexagonally placed eNodeBs, with three sectors each. 

Being dynamic, the protocol is triggered by the load, which is a very good measure of the 
overload of the resources (bandwidth). Unlike pre-planned fixed assignment, this protocol 
activates only when required, and where required. A fixed assignment that does not take into 
account the ever changing nature of the load, can be very resource inefficient.  

The Dynamic approach induces a decision making process, which is decentralized, as a 
Knapsack problem solution runs independently on every node. This makes the convergence 
time very fast, omits the need of central server node, and makes the protocol highly scalable. 
For this protocol to be scalable, the only additional requirement is neighbor list, which is 
already maintained in the cellular networks such as LTE. Addition or deletion of nodes does not 
demand any alterations in the protocol. 

Borrow requests and access grants are accomplished through asynchronous messages 
exchange between a borrower and its neighbors. This message exchange imposes an 
insignificant protocol overhead of (16x2+1) bytes for request and 1 byte for the response 
message.  

The bargaining of power levels has a very profound effect on number of positive decisions. 
Especially when the number of overloaded cells are high or the acceptable loss limit at the 
edges is tight. 

Simulation results have shown gain upto 45% for the center users at the cost of 10% loss at the 
edges. Even for the fully overloaded system the gains have been achieved for the center users. 
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Additionally the results show an improved overall system throughput for all scenarios while the 
protocol is active. The throughputs resulting from our protocol for center users are bounded 
with the upper and lower bounds of re-use1 and reuse 3 respectively. 

From our work and the results derived from it, it is concluded that our approach is a significant 
improvement over the FFR scheme. 

6.2 Future Work 
Our work can be extended in different ways:- 

We already have few message exchanges of small size between the sectors for activation of 
protocol and we know that knapsack is very efficient in solution. But we need a detailed study 
about the delay and protocol overhead. We further need to know how the protocol stabilizes 
when the requests come asynchronously. 

We have used a symmetric network layout. More results can be achieved on an irregular 
network layouts and find out under what situations this protocol is most beneficial.  

Furthermore, the edge band can be made scalable. It would be interesting to find out the best 
division of center and edge band. 

Another suggestion is to compare our protocol with HetNet deployments. 
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Annex 
 

In order to calculate the exact values of delay and overhead imposed by our protocol, one has 
to understand the flow of protocol in the simulator first. The simulator runs the main 
simulation loop in the LTE_sim_main.m file. In first TTI every user measures the CQI value and 
reports it back to the respective eNodeB to which it is attached, where each eNodeB scheduler 
divides the users into center and edge pool based on their CQI values and allocate the 
resources according to FFR scheme and all this work is completed in second TTI. 

In third TTI the function with name Overloaded_eNodeB.m is called in the main simulation file. 
In this function the simulator checks for overloaded eNodeB’s and initiate the borrow band 
request message to all the neighbors of overloading sectors. Before sending the borrow 
request, each overloaded sector estimates gain at different power levels and encapsulates all 
16 pairs in a request message and broadcasts it. All the messages are sent via emulated X2 
interface, as X2 interface is not present in the simulator. To do this, we created unique objects 
for each request message at the overloaded sector which are later accessed by neighbor 
sectors. 

Broadcast messages are accessed at each neighbor sector by calling 
Structured_Knapsack_decesion.m function in the main simulation file. In this function the gains 
and power level values extracted from the received borrow request messages and the edge 
user loss is calculated against the power levels sent by the overloaded sectors. To take the 
lending decision the gain and loss values are fed to knapsack module which gives the results in 
the form of 1 or 0 for the overloaded cells. For the overloaded sectors which get 0 responses 
from the knapsack module the whole process is repeated again but at decreased power levels 
value until unless the decision making process is repeated for all the power levels or we got 
positive response. After this the requesting sectors are informed about the lending decision by 
sending the power level value at which the lender agree to lend band or 0 value for the 
negative response in a request response message which is again send via emulated X2 
interface. 

Again in the main simulation file a third function with the name FFR_power_allocation.m is 
called, which received the request response messages from different neighbors and allocate 
the resources according to the yes or no responses from the neighbor sectors and the protocol 
stabilizes.  

To calculate the total exact value of delay of our protocol on LTE network, one should consider 
the time when the protocol is triggered due to overload in a sector till a response is received 
and band allocation is completed. This can be divided into 5 parts.  
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First delay is due to request message preparation which includes gain estimation at the pre-
defined power levels. In our implementation, message preparation occurs in 
Overloaded_eNodeB.m.  

The second delay is due to the communication of message from the overloaded sectors to the 
neighbors over the X2 interface. In our implementation we have emulated this X2 interface. 
However in order to calculate the exact delay imposed by X2 interface, one must model X2 
interface in the simulator. In our implementation, this model must get the input messages from 
Overloaded_eNodeB.m and deliver to neighbor eNobeB after the number of TTIs have passed 
as be modeled by X2 model. 

The third delay is the decision making process delay due to loss estimation and Knapsack. 
Although, Knapsack delay is architecture dependent, but we already know from runtime of our 
simulation that knapsack is very efficient, and takes few TTIs. This delay has been calculated in 
Structured_Knapsack_decesion.m. 

The forth delay is due to the response message over the X2 interface. This depends on the same 
model that shall be used for sending the request. It must get inputs (which are response values) 
from Structured_Knapsack_decesion.m and deliver to overloaded eNodeBs, after the number of 
TTIs have passed as modeled in X2 model. 

The fifth delay is due to the band selection processing once the response message is received 
from all the neighbors. This is done in FFR_power_allocation.m 

The other future work is the calculation of protocol overhead. The overhead consists of 
‘signaling’ + ‘payload’ required for the protocol. We already know the payload for this overhead 
is 33 bytes for request message and 1 byte for response message. However the signaling 
overhead needs to be calculated. For this one must study the X2 protocol architecture and X2 
interface packet structure. Then calculate the required signaling enabling delivery of the 
payload bytes.  

 


